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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is in the process of implementing a new front end

user interface for its customers, the goal is to provide them
with more self-service functionality. The application has been
written by developers over the last six months and the project
is currently in the test phase.
Which of the following security activities should be
implemented as part of the SDL in order to provide the MOST
security coverage over the solution? (Select TWO).
A. Perform code review over a sampling of the front end source
code
B. Perform grey box penetration testing over the solution
C. Perform black box penetration testing over the solution
D. Perform unit testing of the binary code
E. Perform static code review over the front end source code
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
With grey box penetration testing it means that you have
limited insight into the devise which would most probable by
some code knowledge and this type of testing over the solution
would provide the most security coverage under the
circumstances.
A Code review refers to the examination of an application (the
new network based software product in this case) that is
designed to identify and assess threats to the organization.
With a static code review it is assumed that you have all the
sources available for the application that is being examined.
By performing a static code review over the front end source
code you can provide adequate security coverage over the
solution.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Unit testing of the binary code will not provide the most
security coverage.
B: Code review over a sampling of the front end source code
will not provide adequate security coverage.
C: Black box penetration testing is best done when the source
code is not available.
References:
Gregg, Michael, and Billy Haines, CASP CompTIA Advanced
Security Practitioner Study Guide, John Wiley &amp; Sons,
Indianapolis, 2012, pp. 168-169

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option A
Answer: E
Explanation:
Decoding SMTP Traffic
The SMTP preprocessor instructs the rules engine to normalize

SMTP commands. The preprocessor can also extract and decode
email attachments in client-to-server traffic and, depending on
the software version, extract email file names, addresses, and
header data to provide context when displaying intrusion events
triggered by SMTP traffic.
Source:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/firesight/541/fir
epower-module-user- guide/asa-firepowermodule-user-guide-v541/NAP-App-Layer.html#85623

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is deploying Dynamics 365 Finance.
The company must migrate customer data from a third-party
system to Dynamics 365 Finance. The third-party system creates
a new customer record for every unique address.
Customers that have multiple addresses have the following
conditions:
CustomerA owns multiple subsidiaries that operate
independently.
CustomerB has multiple fully-owned locations and uses
centralized receivables.
CustomerC has multiple operational sites.
You need to migration strategy for the customer data.
How should you migrate the data? You need to identify the
features that support the expansion.
Which feature should you use? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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